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our planner is jammed.
You’re pretty sure you
bombed your biology
quiz. And, ugh, you
keep calling the new
girl the wrong name. Sound familiar?
No doubt, your life is like a nonstop
roller coaster, constantly throwing you
for a loop (or 20). But that doesn’t mean
you’re stuck on this ride forever. We got
a slew of experts to share how to tackle
life’s twists and turns—and get things
heading in the right direction.

their lives,” say David and Jonathan
Bennett, the authors behind The Teen
Popularity Handbook.
Begin by mixing up your crew. The
team’s grabbing pizza post practice?
Join ’em. Teach wants the class to swap
lab partners? Pick the new girl—it’ll
prove you’re outgoing and interested in
making friends.
The most important tip? Distance
yourself from drama. “It makes people
feel bad,” the Bennett brothers explain.

Awkward’s Greer Grammer has
been there. While balancing a full class
load and her hit TV show, she’s learned
to bow out gracefully when her activities become extra demanding. “Just say
something like, ‘I’m so sorry, I thought I
was going to be able to commit the time,
but my schedule is too hectic to give it
my all. I’d still love to [do the job/take
the classes] when I have more time,’”
she advises. Just don’t make a habit of
it, since that’ll make you seem flaky.

YOUR GOAL

JUGGLING THAT
CRAZY BUSY CALENDAR

YOUR GOAL

YOUR GOAL

Signing up for every club sounded like
a good idea…until the constant combo
of meetings, practices and homework
wiped your schedule of free time.

It doesn’t matter if you’re taking a
French oral exam or delivering an SGA
campaign speech—public speaking
can be scary. But it doesn’t have to be.
Holly Rodriguez, a pro public speaker,

BE MORE POPULAR

Stepping up your status isn’t that tough.
“True popularity is being admired by
people from different crowds because
you’re making a positive impact on

WOW A CROWD
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YOUR GOAL

MAKE NEW FRIENDS

Looking
for all the
answers?
Well, you’re
in the right
place.
By Brittany Taylor

says that while speaking success comes
from plenty of practice, there are little
things you can do to capture a crowd,
like jumping in with a quick joke to set
a relaxed tone. (Holly’s go-to: “My mom
is super proud and watching this, so I’m
going to ask you to please go easy on me
so she won’t beat you up.”)
Then, work the room by making
eye contact with three people (one
person to your left, one in the middle
and one to your right, suggests Holly).
That’ll make everyone feel included, no
matter the size of the group. And arm
yourself with a confidence-boosting
talisman. “Bracelets are my thing,” she
says. “When I’m feeling a little nervous,
I touch my ‘power’ bracelet to remind
me that I know what I’m doing, and
that I’m going to rock it.”

Standing solo in gym class since the
first day? It’s time to buddy up. Breaking
out of your shy girl shell can be tough,
but once you muster up the confidence
to chat with new folks, you can make
friend connections in a snap, says Tim
David, author of THiNK: Advice for
Teens Who Want to Avoid Drama and
Achieve Awesomeness. Compliment that
chica on her cute shoes, then say something like, “So, how do you feel about
dodge ball?” to keep the convo going.
But avoid the awkward linger.
“Don’t wait more than three seconds to
approach someone. If you do, you’ll
over-think it,” says Tim.
Already a social butterfly? You can
still earn social snaps by making a
point to always introduce others around
you. “It’s weird,” Tim says, “but when
you help people make friends, suddenly
you’ll have more friends.”
YOUR GOAL

AVOID AWKWARD…
FOREVER

You slipped in front of your crush, fell
off your chair and walked into the guys’
bathroom, all in one nightmare of a day.
Yeah, we’ve been there before. Learn to
get past those blush-much moments by
thinking RAD.
“First, recognize you feel embarrassed, and that it’s no big deal,” spills
Molly Ford, the blogger at Smart, Pretty
& Awkward. Then, amend the situation
by asking yourself if there’s anything
that can be done to fix the sitch. Finally,
“distract yourself!” Molly urges. Laugh
at your antics and know it was a blip on
everyone else’s busy day—something
they totally won’t remember in a few
hours, much less tomorrow.
And what to do when you just can’t
remember that new girl’s name? Sidestep the awkwardness and ’fess up to
your forgetfulness. Just say, “I’m so
sorry, but I’m totally spacing on your
name. Would you mind telling me
again?” Come up with a quick way to
recall it in your mind, (something like,
“Brown-Haired Beth” or “Claire from
Connecticut”) and you’ll nail her name
every single time.

YOUR GOAL

HAVE THAT TOUGH
CONVO, ALREADY

Things haven’t been too sunny in
school lately: Maybe your grades are
tanking, you’re having sad thoughts or
your friends are getting into stuff you’re
not OK with. While it can feel easiest to
stash those worries inside, it’s so much
better to talk about them—and soon.
Starting the convo with a parent
or a trusted adult can be tough, says
Rick Clemons, a life coach and author
of Frankly My Dear I’m Gay. “Focus on
the best thing that could happen, not
the worst-case scenario,” Rick says.
Then, to get things rolling, try: “Mom, I
heard/saw/said/did something that I’m
having trouble dealing with,” or “Dad,
you’ve always been there to support me
when I needed it, and I really need your
help now.” Take a deep breath, and go.
Don’t hesitate to be honest. After all,
your parents just want you to be happy,
and will likely seek out solutions to get
you in a better mindset.
YOUR GOAL

TAKE ON A BIG CHALLENGE

You really, really want to direct a oneact play this year, but so does about half
of the rest of your drama class. Before
talking yourself out of it, tell yourself
to be brave. “Remember that bravery
is about being scared and doing something anyway,” says web entrepreneur
extraordinaire Karlie Robinson.
Then, start doing your research. Ask
questions, study up and know Google is
your friend. “If I don’t have someone
to show me or answer my questions,
I can usually find an answer online,”
spills Karlie. “And how awesome are
video tutorials?” There’s a how-to video
for just about everything out there, so
watch and learn.
And if you still don’t get your dream
gig? “Learn from the experience,” says
Melanie Young, author of Fearless Fabulous You! She tells us it’s less about
competing and comparing yourself to
others, and more about the personal
achievement. So give yourself major
points for putting yourself out there in
the first place. And next year? Well,
you’ll be back. _
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